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I hereby submit for approral my Master's thesis,
entitled "Hartwlg We8sely( 1725-1606 ) , A Study In Jewish
Educational Reform".
The problem before me, as I approached the pre-
paration of the dissertation, was to ascertain the educa-
tional reforms promulgated by Hartwlg Wessely In his 357
page Tolume "Blbre Shalom Te-Emet"( Hebrew), which was the
direct outcome of the "Patent of Toleratlon"( Cerman) of
Emperor Joseph II.
Thus, my Initial step was the translation of both
documents; and after Interpreting them, setting them In their
proper historical frame. My final tash was an eraluatlon of
Wessely' B contribution to Jewish educational contents, pro-
cedure, and life In general.
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Chapter I
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The J ews Under Oharles VZ
The. early years of the eighteenth century found
Charles VI on the throne In Austria, The political status
of the wealthy Jews was quite naturally better than that of
their less fortunate brethren. But, even this upper class
stood outside the law, and for Its existence depended com-
pletely uoon the favor of the Emperor. This favor could be
retained only upon cash payment. Prom the mercenary attitude
of the Emperor toward the Jews, as evidenced by bis threats
to expel them because of a ritual-murder accusation, Easter
of 1715, merely as a pretense to extract money from them,
we may comprehend the lowly status of the sons of Israel,
In the Jewish community "only the head of the fam-
ily was permitted to carry on trade. Money transactions and
sdiolesale trade were forbidden. Each family, thus, had to
deal directly with the governmert ; they were not able to act
as a (Dinmunlty, Those idio were neither •privileged* nor •tol-
erated* were expelled. The personal regulations of the Emperor
himself made the lot of the Jews, already completely without
rights, even more difficult,**
#1 *The Jews of Vienna* Max Grunwald; Page 137
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The Jews Under Marla Theresa
If the Jews had hopes of relief from the successor
of Charles, they were quickly crushed. We c€ui clearly note
the sentiment which permeated Marla Theresa’s thinking from
her statement that *8he knew no worse plague for the State
than the Jewish nation, because of Its deceltfulness; Its
usury. Its ability to drag people down to beggary, and Its
use of every type of evil method from which an honorable msoi
would shrink,” Personal hatred for the Jews thus replaced
the policy dictated purely by financial gain, and made their
painful lot worse. The outspoken policy of the Empress to-
ward the Jews was to rid the land of them by legislation.
In 1777, she wrote that the Jews were ''Insofar as possible
to be kept away from here and to be diminished In numbers;
and their privileges were not to be renewed except for
weighty reasons,” What were these weighty reasons” for
which the Austrian Jew might be tolerated? He had to prove
that he possessed property, that he would be useful to the
State, especially In Industry, and that he would pay an
annual toleration tax. The Empress continued In her efforts
to separate the residences of Jews and Christians, bringing
the social status of the former down to the depths of degra-
dation.
How did the Jews earn their livelihood? According
to a decree of 1753 of Marla Theresa, only the head of the
#2 Ibid, Page 139
#3 Ibid, Page 140
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family could be engaged In gainful employment. Hia choice
of busiiMa was limited to money-changing, general financial
operations, and trade in jewels. Such occupations netted
very little, as is evident from the limitation of tlie rate
of interest to 4^, and the prohibition against making loans
upon houses, landed estates, and vineyards. It was just as
unlikely that the Jews wo\ild succeed in the jewel trade, for
f
they were forbidden toiset jewels or to sell them on credit.
It was only natural, therefore for the Jews to deteriorate
economically to such an extent that in 1762 the Court
Treasury declared that outside of three families there were
only impoverished Jews.
The religiously fanatic Maria Theresa, as a
shattering cllmdz, also tried to hamper the Jews in the con-
duct of their religious services. In Vienna, for instance,
she prohibited the building of a synagogue on the setting
aside of any place for conducting a public service.
Joseph II
It remained for Smperor Joseph II, son of Maria
Theresa, to be the first to pay serious attention to toler-
ation and to grant partial religious freedom to the Jewa.
As soon as he ascended the throne, he began to set aside the
system of anti-Jewish legislation. He recognized that it was
the fault of the government rather than of the Jews that they
were of very little value to the state. He saw that the
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goverxuaenty by limiting their economic possibilities, ItseXT
had reduced their social worth to a minimum. In a letter t>
the Chief Chancellor of the Court on May 15, 1761 he stated
that his plan was ^'to make the llzsbs of the Jewish nation
more useful to and usable by the State.* This, Indeed, was
the germ of the Patent of Toleration that was yet to come.
On October 1, 1781 Joseph ordered his government to draw up
a charter that would mark a break with the system of Intol-
erance toward non-Christians. He regarded the Jew as a human
being having the same spiritual and moral predispositions
as Christians.
The enlightenment of the Jews was one of Joseph's
cherished plans. To this end (on October 19, 1781) he
demanded that the Jews should assimilate themselves to their
surroundings, that they should bo allowed to lease lands for
agricultural prusposes (if they worked It with Jewish hands),
to engage In all mechanical trades, arts, and irtiolesale com-
merce. One of his first acts of government was the abrogation
of all the laws requiring the Jews to wear a distinctive dsess
(October 21, 1781). On December 19, 1781 he abolished the
poll-tax, directed the authorities to treat the Jews like
fellow-men (Heben menschen)
,
and commended that Jewish chil-
dren in the public schools should also receive proper consid-
eration. On January 2, 1782 he culminated these many sporc^c
effoiti to legislate favorably for the Jews in one massed legis-
lative act idiich was officially entitled *Patltnt Concerning
#4 Ibid. Page 147
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the Toleration of the Jewe in Vienna and Northern Austria,"
which we shall study at greeter length in the next chapter.
To he sure, Joseph's reforms did not aim at the
complete emancipation of the Jew. Yet, for the time being,
t
it was enough that it represented a break with the type of
legislation which was based on anti-Jewish "principles*' of
politics consciously aiming at the elimination of the
Jews from society. Thus, the Kmperor's policy was based upon
more than charity; it was grounded in common sense and ordin-
ary humanity. It drew the Jews into cooperation with the aims
of the State, and placed them upon an equal footing with the
rest of the citizens.
Moses Mendelssohn and Jewish Emancipation
This Jewish people who, as we have said, had been
the object of scorn not only of the malicious and ignorant,
but also of the tolerant and the thinkers, this people awakened
from its lethargy under the influence of Moses Mendelssohn
and his pupils, who achieved this great awakening without
premeditating it. Mendelssohn involuntarily awakened the
latent endowments of the Jewish people which needed only an
impetus to break its restraint and to unfold itself.
Mendelssohn, who in his feelings was both Jew and
German, wished to teach his co-religionists the German lan-
guage and thus prepare them for German culture. Therefore, he,
with collaborators, preoared a German translation of the Penta-
teuch, with a Hebrew commentary thereon. This commentary
of the Pentateuch completed in 1763,
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had an Important effect In bringing the Jews to share in the
progress of the ago* It arouaed their interest in the study
of Hebrew grammar, made them eager for German nationality^
and culture, and opened the path to a new era in the education
of the young and the edification of the Jewish school system,
work which was to be carried on to greater heights by Hartwlg
Vessely* Mendelssohn did much to strengthen the hold of en-
lightenment by his publication of •Jerusalem’* in 1783, in which
ha pleaded for a separation of church and state, for a reali-
zation that religion was not to accentuate creeds but solely
to promote hiiman happiness, and for a freedom of belief and
conscience* Mendelssohn was als o the first to advocate the
emanoipation of the Jews* For, when his co-religionists in
Alsace requested him to prepare a petition for them to lay
before the French Council of State, he persuaded his friend
the counsllor of War, Dohm, to undertake the task* *15118 re-
sulted in the memorial '*T§5er die Bilrgorliche Verbesserung dor
Juden’*, which was the first monogram to discuss the problem
of emancipation scientifically,
Hartwlg Wessely
At the sajne time and in the same way, Mendelssohn
gave another stimulus. to the inner rejuvenation of the Jews,
which was to keep pace with tho political emancipation* Jisst
as he had prevailed upon Dohm to champion the one cause, he
stimulated another friend, Hartwlg Wessely, who was preculiarly
fitted for that mission, to undertake the other. The Scrlpctures
in the original formed the center of Wesaely’s inner life*
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Like Mendelssohn he, too, developed early a sense of beauty,
' an aporeolation of purity of language and form, and a repug-
nare to corruption of speech* Wessely was drawn Into publbo
activity by Mendelssohn* The community of Trieste, who, im-
llke the German Jews did not regard secular education as heresy.
Inquired of Count Zlnzendorf, the governor of the province,
where they could obtain textbooks for religious and moral In-
struction In the normal Schools to be established In accord-
ance with the Edict of Toleration* Zlnsendorf referred them
to Mendelssohn who called attention to his friend Hartwlg
Wessely, and his open letter Words of Peace and Truth")
In recommendation of the establishment of Jewish schools;
and thereafter the community of Trieste entered Into corres-
pondence with Wessely*
I
Early Life
Hartwlg Wessely was born In the city of Hamburg
in 1725* ?rhen he was but a child his family moved to Copen-
hagen, the capital of Denmark* Hartwlg reeftlved the regular
education of his times. When he was but nine years old, be-
fore he had really mastered the Hebrew language and the Holy
Scriptures, ho was cast Into the sea of tho Talmud to swim
In Its profound depths* Ho foundered, thus, not particularly
enthused, until the grammarian. Rabbi Solomon Zalman, attracted
the child’s Interest to the Hebrew language* Hartwlg mastered
)
Hebrew from the roots up and then spent all his spare moments
delving into Hebrew literature* In addition to the Hebrew
) language and Its vast literature, the boy also studied German,
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French, Danish, Dutch, and the hooks of knowledge written
In these tongues. To complete a balanced education, young
Wessely also browsed about in a study of the principles of
commerce and trade, for he did not wish to make his scholar-
ship the means of livelihood. Despite his father’s compara-
tively comfortable position in life, the boy was left unin-
fluenced by his financially secure status, end spent all hfes
time in serious study.
First Works
For business reasons, Hartvlg later transferred His
residence from Copenhagen to Amsterdam, where at a favorable
salary he acted as secretary in a large ooramerclel house. In
1765 while still employed in Amsterdam, he published his first
book entitled '^Jan Na’ul’* ( •Locked Garden*) which was a philo-
logical treatise on Hebrew grammar, incorporating Biblical and
Talmudic commentary. VThlle he published this book at hia own
expense, he distributed It without cost, in order that he
might spread the study of grammar among the Jewish scholars.
This work was received .with acclaim on all sides and encouraged
V/esaely to continue in his efforts. Two years later he had
completed the second part of this book, wherein he shovw his
skill with psychology as well as in strictly Jewish themes.
Ho was unable to distribute this book without charge, since
he had expended too much on his publication efforts; but, sdo
great was the demand, that every copy was sold within a few
weeks. He lived as a respected and honored citizen of Ameter-
dam for many days, until his father ordered him to proceed to,
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Hamburg* Upon his arrival there the scholars received him
warmly into their inner circles. Here, Hartwig met a charza-
Ing girl whom he married, with whom he lived happily many
years, end with whom he l^egat sons and daughters. For five
years he dwelt serenely in Hamburg, and at his leisure wrotse
many books which he later published.
Later Writings
Soon, however, fortune turned her back upon him,
and his economic position became insecure. At such a time
he welcomed the invitation of a certain Joseph bar Feitel to
come to Berlin and take charge of his extensive business act-
ivities. Especially was Wessely overjoyed at the opportunity
to reside in the city which was the center of enlightenment^
over which Moses Mendelssohn held away. In 1775 Hartwig
Wessely came to live in Berlin where he formed an intimate
and lasting friendship with Mendelssohn. In the same year
Wessely published his commentary on the treatise, ''Sayings
of the Fathers'* (of the Talmud), which he entitled "Yen
Lebanon" (Wine of Lebanon)
,
and which Ibooust found favor in
the eyes of all the learned Jews throughout the land. Two
years later in 1777 he published a translation of "The Wis-
dom of Solomon", one of the books of the apocrypha, either
from the French or the German. Were it not for the fact that
we know the translator definitely, the book appears to have
pean wrritten two thousand years ago, when Hebrew was a live
language.
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Weasely spent the days at work and the nights peace-
fully at study. This did not last for long, however, for
the wealthy employer of Wcssely decided to retire from busi-
ness and spend the rest of his days In peace and rest. Then
came days of suffering for Wessely and his family, iRhlcdi they
bore with such dignity and restraint that no one know of their
low state. Soon his position was bettered ?di0n somo of the
people of the oommonlty hired him to expound the Scriptures
and the Talmud before them several tines during the week, for
which they paid him well. Indeed, these proved to be the hap-
piest days of Wessoly’s life, for he lived In a spiritual
heaven, with no earthly cares, and able to dedicate hi.iself
to ^udy, a practice ioh had persisted with him from his
childhood days. In 1781 Mosos Mendelssohn had invited him to
prepare the Hebrew ooramentary on the Book of Leviticus, He
undertook the task and by 1732 had prepared a very satisfac-
tory interpretive work, ^diich enhanced his position auiong
the Jewish soliolars of Germany.
Reaction To The Toleranzpatent "Pibre Shalom ve-£met*
Then in 1782, Emperor Joseph II issued the Toler-
anzpatent, in vyhioh he attempted to enable the Je?/s to enter
into relationship with their felloY^-citizena, ffessoly cele-
brated the freedom' granted by the Emperor in an enthuslastixs
byrrai, Hia object wss to allay the suspicion prevailing against
the suggestions of the Emperor. Consequently, he published
his HQ^Jrew article •pibre Shalom ve-Eaet** (’*lfords of Poace
and Truth"), his purpose bein^ to justify Joseph II, in decreeing
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that secular studies be given in the Normal School, along
with moral instruction. He maintained that
the Jew ought to acquire a general education, at least to over-
come the prejudice resulting from cultural isolation, and also
have a means whereby to earn his livelihood. He said that
science destroyed superstition, and clarified such Biblical
precepts as the dietary laws.
At once Wessely was accused of placing secular studies
above the Torah and of being, therefore, an atheist and a
supporter of the ungodly. He wrote several letters in reply,
to defend himself against the charge of heresy. Spiritually,
his cause was pleaded in vain; but the attack upon him was
frustrated only through the intercession of Daniel Itzig, the
president of the Berlin Jewish Community.
Last Years
Wessely still lived to witness to his sorrow the
crumbling of the foundation of Judaism in Germany, resulting
from a misuse of principles he had advocated. At the age of
seventy-eight, he left Berlin and went to Hamburg to celebrate
his daughter's marriage to a famous man of medicine. After much
insisting on the part of his daughter, he assented to remain in
Hamburg. Berlin's loss, thus, was Hamburg's gain; and he was
received royally in his newly adopted city. Yet, his stay in
Hamburg was very brief. For, after seven or eight months, he fell
ill with the illness from which he finally succumbed in 1605, to be
mourned by all the Jews, and to receive post-mortem tributes not on
from his adherents, but also from his most bitter opponents.
^5 Biographical material is based essentially on
Kalman Schulman's "Biography” (in Hebrew) which is prefaced
to the "V^ords of Peace and Truth".
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Chapter II
The Patent of Joseph II
Introduction
Pertinent at this point Is a consideration of the
Toleranzpatent (Edict of Toleration) idiloh Joseph II Issued
on January 2, 1782, In idiloh he most clearly expresses his
views. 3lnee throughout all my research and Investigation,
I have found no detailed treatment of this historic document,
I now present an analytical study of the original German text
which Is on file In the Library of Congress.
An Intelligent comprehension of the significance
of this document Is next to Impossible, unless we transplant
ourselves In spirit Into the conditions extant at the Issuance
of the Edict. Por, to the twentieth century mind little lib-
eralism is manifest In the words of the Emperor, nor does this
liberalism show Its head until It Is oon^trasted with oondi:tlons
holding sway up to that time. We must remember, as stated In
the first chapter, that the treatment of the Jews was still
guided by the principle that they were a hindrance which re-
quired constant watching, lest It become pernicious. Joseph
II adopted an attitude differing from this, and considered It
his duty to Improve the condition of the Jews.
The Emperor Introduces the Patent with the statement
that It was his aim to permit all his subjects, without distinction
as to creed and nationality, to participate In the welfare and
freedom of his government, or as he sayss
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resDect to the external toleration of the
Jews, no extension is g-ranted
;
let it reraein thrst they consti-
tute no particular community under a senarate leader of their
nation, but, as heretofore, each family shall enjoy for itself
protection of the la\» of the land."
Residence Restrictions
V/hile this beneficent ruler probably v;ould have
desired to steo farther than he did, statesman that he Vv^as,
he realized that it would have been but foolhardiness to ride
higher than the current wave of humane sentiment, which was
making its way through the land. For while liberal tenden-
cies were beerinning to obtain in some quarters, Joseuh could
not blind himself to both the everpresent, maliernant fanaticism
of the clergy vyho deprecated aerainst Israel, and the deeu- rooted
economic and social vested interests, who, as they then felt,
would undoubtedly have rebelled rather than see the Jev s com-
pletely emancipated and nut on a par with all other oeoule.
Hence, the Emperor, in this edict, felt it necessary to retain
certain residence restrictions, though he modified others. Hut
to his credit it must be stated that even though he could not
go the full gamut of liberal equalization, even this portion
of the Edict breathed the spirit of a new era. In the w’ords
of the Emperor the follow'ing reprulations of the Jews were hence-
forth to orevail:
#6 "Patent Concerning the Toleration of the Jews in Vienna
and Northern Austria,” Joseph II Article I.
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^In those places where Jews never before settled,
they shall also In the fut\ire not be permitted to settle, al-
though the king himself may find it advantageous to moke an
exception In the case of one or another, according to clrcum-
-7
stances or for sufficient reason."
So much was to placate the old guard, relative to
the introduction of Jewish settlement where there had not been
any before. Practically the same statute was put in^rce for
the immigration to Vienna.
%o Jew is free to come to Vienna from other Aus-
trian provinces in order to remain there permanently , with-
out having received permission thereto from the Horth Austrian
government. The Jews from foreign lands must apply for such
Q
permission from his Majesty himself.*
As these statements show, provision was made for
the admission of certain Jews idio would be acceptable to tlae
authorities on the basis of financial independence primarily,
and secondarily in the posting of a bond, as it were, proport-
iont^te to one's financial security and likelihood of b\irden
upon the Austrian community.
*Por the realization of this permission (to enter
Vienna) each end every one must honestly show' the craft
which he pursues or the means of livelihood which he will
enter upon here, together with the financial means required
for the support of his business and for the continuonce of
the herement ioned toleration, at the same time to point out
to the North Austrian government idiatever he believes he can
#7 Ibid. Article II
#8 Ibid, Article III
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pay for the toleration. In such a way that it will be possible
to Increase or dijainish (that sum) according as the circumstances
of the one tolerated either Improve or get worse according to
t
the government’s aforementioned judgement.”
The Austrian government goes on further to distin-
guish between those persons who are eligible or ineligible
to benefit under this ruling. Inherent in this legislative
pronouncement is a tragedy of Israel in the eighteenth century.
The provisions of the law says
’'Against payment of this protection money the payer
is authorized to remain in Vienna with his wife and with
those Children who have no trade of their own, who conduct
no separate business, but are still under the care of the
father, to enjoy the protection of the reigning prince, and
to carry on the commerce open to his nation, or to follow
II 10
the free branches of industry.
This sounds highly acceptable as far as it goes,
but a dynamite-laden clause now followst
"This particular protection, however, does not at
the same time extend to the son of a tolerated householder
who marries and begins to establish his own household; nor
to the daughter who is married to a Jew who is not yet tol-
erated here, or to a foreign Jew.*
#9 Ibid. ArtlclelV
#10* Ibid. Article V
#11 Ibid. Article Vi
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This clause acted ss a element
in the policy of the Aust-^ian <rorern!rient . Ti’or, deanite the
pdict's ailov;in?r possihilit^r of ’'toleration’’_ to the nevvly-
wed, such action v;as most difficult when v.e recall that the
authorities were averse to the Jews' multiplying. This de-
cree particularly relegates a majority of the Jev ish youth to
lives of celibacy, barren and unnatural, or if they chose,
illegal arrangements whereby they mierht satisfy their natural
desires. Kor did the tra^?:edy end here. If these nevyly-weds
wished to mierrate elsevhere, they could not do so freely.
Instead, if they wished to ero to other carts for freer con-
ditions, they must first be in jiossession of ’’denarture” money.
"The father must al\.ays make preliminary announce-
ment of such marrias-es, and the son, if he wishes to remain
here, must acciuire seuarate toleration, or he receives
I
Z
permission to leave, must liave the deuarture money to nay."
Ann then to urotect the treasu.ry of tjie Ian i
,
to
equalize the domestic monetary balance:
"In the case of the marriapre of the dauprliter to a
foreiP:ner bein^ frranted (end she is to leave tlie land), the
denarture money must be uaid equivalent to the dowry money
vyhich is leavine: the country."
True these are difficult conditions under which
to live, but considered in the li^^ht of their time, they rep-
resent advances over the cast. Host of these easements occurred,
however, in North Austria v'here the spirit of enliprhtenment
had taken a firmer hold than in the southern districts.
fl2 Ibid. Article VI
#13 Ibid. Article VI
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And wisely, the Emperor sought not to swim upsti»2i against
the current, and judiciously differentiated the North from
the South, He saysj
**In the open country In Lower Austria it still re-
mains, as heretofore, -Ffirbidden for Jews to livo,***^
Economic Legislation —- Confirmation of Earlier Privilegos
But the spirit of liberalism again rears its head,
and Joseph continuest
*If they wish to erect a factory in some village,
or in a market-place, or in any case in some hitherto unoccu-
pied ground, bv to introduce some useful trade, they imst in
such cases seek permission from the government, Hov/ever,
after they have received such permission, they are entitled
to the same rights and freedom on the land as their co-relig-
ionists in residence,^
«
*1
AS a final note of reassurance to the non-Jewish
popiilation, the idnperor deals with the problem of the foreign
JowB who came to the country on business, but who, it was
feared, would by subterfuge establish permanent residence and
outgrow the foreordained physical limitations, as set by the
Austrian government^ Thus, comes the diplomatic imperial
utterance!
''since his Majesty, however, has already declared
that his Highness does not wish the number of Jewish families
settled here to be increased, therefore, the incoming foreign
Jews must immediately upon their arrival irwfrpcg report to tJss
North Austrian government, must show their busi/e ss and the
#14 Ibid, Article VI
jjS.5 Ibid, Article VII
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time necessary for its completion, also await confirmation
) or some decision from the bureau. As soon as their time has
elapsed, they must either depart or apply to the government
for an extension. Those who remain v/ithout acquiring per-
miaalon, or beyond the time allotted them, or hide, will be
IQ>
sought, impiisoned and deported.*
Just as a good parent strives to build and main-
tain harmony on firm foundations, so Joseph strove to take
advantage of the favorable attitude of the enli(!?itened Aus-
trian citlsenry in a aeries of clauses dealing vTith the econ-
omic structure of the land. Iftlhereas the Jev/s could not form-
erly serve as apprentices to Christians^ by governmental de-
cree the Emperor now permitted this, not on a oompulaory,
*Must* basis vd.th negatory effects, but on a sane, voluntary
^ basis, to rally around those whom the rays of enlightenraant
had already warmed. Thus he tactfully enunciates!
*Por the alleviation of their future intercourse
andjfor the preparation of the necessary means of livelihood,
it is graciously permitted them (the Jews) from now on, heBS
and elsewhere, to learn from Christian craftsmen all kinds
ofcrafts and trades, and with this aim to let themselves
out as apprentices to Christian masters or to work as .journ-
eymen, and these (Christian craftsmen) may accept them with-
out remuneration. All this is not to be taken to mean that
i his Majesty wishes to impose any compulsion upon the Jews and
Christians in this matter, but that his Majesty wishes only
^
to grant those parties the freedom to arrive at a mutual under-
I' 17
standing and accord in this matter.
#16 Ibid. Article XX
#17 Article X
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Then, while really not granting much more freedom,
Joseph reiterates statements of fact, hut while so doing he gives
expression to the new sentiments about to dominate the land*
Coming from the Imperial mouth, they must have Influenced the
thought of multitudes In Its day,
"His Majesty hereby grants the Jewish nation the gen-
eral permission to pursue only insofar as Is here customary, with
a free hand all kinds of trades without, however, the attendant
civil and guild rights, from which they shall remain excluded, and
tills also not before they shall have received, like the Christians,
the consebt of the local magistrate In the city and that of the
North Austrian government In the rural districts,"
” Similarly, his Majesty grants the Jews completely
free choice even from among all rural branches of commerce, and
permits them to acquire the right of wholesale trade under the same
conditions and with the same rights as they are received and prao-
19
tlced by other Christian subjects,
“
Since the establishment of manufactures and factories
has long been permitted them, his Majesty here merely takes the
opportiinlty to renew this permission and publicly to encourage
them (the Jews) to such mutually publicly beneficial undertakings."
Capital and Investment
Emperor Joseph then seemingly takes note of that which
had hitherto secretly prevailed, the lending of capital; though the
Jews are restrained from actually assessing the goods (which Is of
minor significance, however)*
//18 Ibid, Article X
^19 Ibid. Article XII
020 Ibid. Article XIII
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•hIs Majesty,** he states, •further permits them
to Invest their eapital andio Insure It and lend It on
stationary goods, or sc-oalled real estate, but that they
Zl
be not authorized, however, to assess the same themselves
Rights of Foreign Jews
But, all the while the government reali?,ed that
the hostile elements would be on the alert for loopholes
in the law as a basis for negating the idiole. It was und-
erstood that eoonomioally the foreign Jews must be treated
in the Patent* So, the Rmperor continues legislating}
•with respect to such arrivals (of foreigners)
it necessarily follows that they cannot be considered on an
equal plane with those here tolerated in the matter of trade
and Journey, and pursuit of livelihood; consequently, they
also do not possess the authority to deal In such wares with
which only those specifically authorized tradesmen and the
zz
Jews here tolerated are allowed to deal*^
•on the other hand such f) reign Jews are pormlttisid
during the fairs to t»ade in all goods which are generally
permitted to be introduced; but outside of the time of the
fairs they are permitted to trade with those goods which per-
tain to every foreign tradesman.
•
At the same time in order to preclude legal circum-
ventions, the Emperor in this Toleranzpatent considers the
questions of the Jews* harborin;* as servants people who would
not otherwise bo tolerated and could not, therefore romaln in
the land* Nor does he gruffly and tactlessly approach the
#21 Ibid* Article XIV
#28 Ibid. Article XVI
#23 Ibid* Article XXII
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problem^ but on the contrary, again uses it as a means
of welding more closely the growing friendly relationships
between Jew and a entile, by allowing the Jew to hire
Christian as well as Jewish servaits*
^In order to offer the tolerated Jews some alle-
viation also In the matter of servants, they are, therefore,
permitted bo retain as many Jewish or even Ohriatlan servants
as their affairs require; but they are bound not as formerly
quarterly, but annually to submit a detailed report to the
government in which are recorded together with all the chil-
dren who are under the care and authority of the father, all
servants with their name, age and religion; every householder
must not only harbor in his homo the Jewish servants, but
must also be responsible for them, that they carry on no
separate business, which is forbidden non- tolerated Jews*
Consequently, his Majesty expects that they will not receive
strange Jews in their homes, on the pretext that they are
2,^
servants, to overstep the command through such evasion*
*
Laws Of Taxation
Shame and dishonor to a race ere generally con-
ceded to be difficult to bear, but of far greater difficulty-
is it when in addition to this moral degradation one is fin-
ancially overburdened by excessive taxation* And the Jew had
been weighted dorm to the limit by taxation, both as a bad^e
of shame end a source of revenue* To the kinds of taxes there
was almost no end* But an end to the increase thereof end a
boginnin#' of a gradual decrease was wrought by the beneficent
Emperor* As much as he couJLd and as quickly as the pulse cCf
the times allowed, ho removed taxes from the statute books.
#24 Ibid* Article X7I
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In this Patent he continues such efforts.
**llot leas does his Majesty comrletely abrogate
the head-tax hitherto levied upon foreign Jews," (for he
had already rescinded tlie ignominious poll-tax for tolerateid
Jews on December 19, 1731).
But in order to compensate for the loss of revenue,
to some extent, and to hush tlie extreme critics of tlxo gov-
ernment, Joseph added tlie following clause}
**1113 hajesty considers himself justified because
of the loss to those who were affected by tlie head-tax to
levy from the Jews a less onerous substitute,** (wliich is a
Justifiable compromise and alleviation).
**iiioreovor, the double Court and Chancery taxes
(Gerichtstaxen und Kan&lentaxon) which are still in force
for the Jews are throughout abrogated,’^
Social Legislation
Just ;^s tiie ruler had interested himself in res-
idence problems und primary economic issues, so, too, he ..
turned his face toward the social aspects of the Jewish pop-
ulation. For here he uni^dstalcably foresaw that an alleviation
in the outward social abuses of the Jew must gradually be
effected. Again he at first deals with those problems which
by their removal will cause least resistance from the uon-
Jowlah citizenry of Germany. Thus, the specific ecclesiastic
restrictions, dating from the time of the Vienna Couiicil,
prohibiting Jews from being abroad before noon on Smidays and
Catholic holy days, and from visiting places of ai.iuseraent, are
abolished,
”#25 Tbi^ lirricle”XIV
#26 Ibid. Article XIX
#27 Ibid. Article XXIII
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^Sspeolally all hitherto^ customary signs and marks
of distinction, such as the wearing of a beard, the prohi-
bition to leave the house before noon on Sundays and (Cath-
olic) holy days, and to frequent public places of amuaement,
and the like —— are abrogated} on the contrary wholesale
merchants and their sons as well as notables are even per-
mitted to wear swords," (an equali^^ing mark of esteem in the
eighteenth century)
•
These were the first external steps. Next he in-
troduced something far mere significant, perhaps, an inno-
vation that would tend to breed closer inter-group relation-
ships, No longer would there necessarily exist an official
chasm between groups,
"By the present order, let his Majesty relax the
hitherto prevalent restriction to designate Jewish houses
and permit the tolerated Jews to rent a dwelling in the city
as well as in the subnrbs according to their desire,"
Certainly this is the extension of a far-sighted
social vision on the part of Israel’s benefactor. Thus, he
dealt with the tolerated Jews, But what of the foreign Je\s8
who came to the land for biislnessT Would they bo pointed out
to shame as heretofore? Noi No longer would such ® nditlons
ex^st, by imperial decree,
"Not less does his Majesty permit the same (foreign
Jews) free entrance in the restricted residential area for
the pursuit of their business from time to time; and indeed
#88 Ibid, Article XXIV
#89 Ibid, Article XVIII
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without their beln^ forced to soek room and board only with
tolerated Jews or Jewish pensions, (but) they are autborizffid
30
to get room and board for their money wherever they choose,*'*
Bducational Reform
1^ , iiii tit Mun—i , r
The Smperor, as an advocate of *philosophlc moral-
ity*, interested himself In the edwcetion of the Jewish youth.
As a champion of enltchteninent
,
*aufklSrung*, for the Jew,
Joseph wanted them to assimilate culturally with Germans, To
attain this they must adopt the language of the country, The
sole way of acconpltshing this was by imperial coercion of
the Jewish cohorts. This ideal he embodied in the Edict of
Toleration, sayingi
*In view of these many occupations opened to Jews
and the manifold intercourse with Christians resulting there-
from, the concern for the preservation of mutual trust de-
mands that the Hebrew, and the Hebrevj-German, the so-called
Jewish (Yiddish) language and script be done away with; his
Majesty, therefore expressly Torbids the use of tho stiae in
all public legal and extra-legal matters, and in Its place
in the future the lany,uage current in the land is to bo used;
and to forestall all consequences and complications, since
such a speedy change is Im rdly possible, his Majesty, thereJEre
sets a period of two years which is to be reckoned fron the
day of this Patent, in the <d urse of which time all such nec-
essary changes and limitations can and should be nade; his
Majesty here declares null and void all documents composed
after this period in the Eebrer language or even merely written
with Hebrew or Jewish characters,"
#30 Ibid, Article XJX
#31 Il)id, Article XV
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Thus, no longer would it be possible for the Jew-
ish population to conduct the official documentary business
it had need to carry on, in their own language. Henceforth,
within a period of two years, the language of the land must
be used in order to attain official recognition. Still to
a people unfamiliar with the German language, so complete a
metamorphosis in so short a period of time presented a real
problem. Lacking experience in school organization, as we
shall note later, they naturally would not know in which dir-
ection to turn. Jo8e|di3pi was fully cognizant of this situ-
ation, and in his desire to see the language of the land cor-
rectly adopted, he, in his imperial order, gave the Jews
guidance as to the manner in which to organize their schools.
What more could a minority group ask from a majority leadetf?
surely this was the final test of the sincerity of the man.
Certainly he was aware that if the Jews did not become in-
tegral elements in an advancing civilization, they would grad-
ually degenerate into completely insignificant factors in his
land. Yet, he wished to see the group vitalized and rejuven-
ated by the educative process which he must have regarded ms
the only sure-fire method, if there were such a one. So, mag-
nanimously he offers to the Jews of Austria the following ad-
vices
*It is permitted and enjoined the tolerated Jews
in those places irtiere they have no German schools of their
own to send their children to the Christian Normalschulen
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and Realschulen, In order to learn in these at least, read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic. Andalnce they have no synagogue
of their own In Vienna (as In the Patent he states ^no publ±;o
worship, no synagogue is permitted them*), it Is, there-
fore, permitted them to build for their own children, at t}:aelr
own cost, a separate, regularly eculpped school, manned with
teachers from among their co-rellglonlsts; and to that end,
to seek out three capable young men whom they shall appoint
to the direction of this Normalschule for the sake of regu-
lated instruction in pedagogy. These future Normals chulen
will stand under the sans supervision as all other German
schools. Whatever is most necessary pertaining to the im-
pending establishment of these schools, especially with re-
gard to moral textbooks, shall be permitted thenu let it
but please his Majesty to let them know that his Majesty is
inclined to set them st ease as far as their religions prac-
tices are concerned, to leave to them the drawing up of the
moral textbooks, with the provision, however, that they hand
them over for examination and confirmation by the ato ve-men-
.33
tioned school supervisory body."
Finally, lending imperial authority to a condition
of fact he closes his educational program, sayings
"with regard to the hlg er schools ( luiiversltles)
,
since the Jewish co-rellglonists have never been denied att-
endance at these it pleases his Majesty here merely to re-
34
new and confirm this permission."
#52 Ibid. Article I
#33 Ibid. Article VIII
#34 Ibid. Article IX
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Concluding Admonition
In concluding the Bdifct of Toleration, Emperor
Joseidi II again mirrors the truly liberal spirit in ishich it.
was enunciated, and in sincerity, it appears, admonishes the
Jews for their own welfare against abusing their newly-
granted freedom, and thereby preclude further progress along
liberal lines,
''since his Majesty now through these marks of favor,
practically puts the Jewish nation on an equal footing with
other religions groups, with respect to their livelihood and
the enjoyment of civil and domestic benefits, his Majesty,
therefore, earnestly urges them at the same time to full
observance of all political, civil and Judicial laws of the.
land, such as they, like all other inhabitants are bound by.
Just as in their affairs in political and(legal oases they
remain subject to local authorities, according to the Juris-
diction and activity pertaining to each authoritys let Ills
Majesty note their duty as well as their gratitude, that they
do not misuse their grace and the liberties v^ieh thereby
accrue to them, that they do not cause public offense through
dissoluteness and licentiousness, and that they in no way
dL stxirb the Christian religion, nor show towards it and its
adherents any contempt; because an offense of this sort will
most severely be punished and the one idio commits this offense
will incur, as the case may be, expulsion from here and all
35
^
imperial lands,*
#55 Ibid, Article XXVI
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Chapter III
THE *DIBRE SHALOM ve-BMBT"
The Traditional Sdueationel Program
Having considered the social, economic, and politi-
cal background leading up to the Edict of Toleration, iR^ilch
we explained In detail, we shall now ccnslder the educational
Implications of this epoch-making document. A completely new
form of educative process was suggested by the dictum of the
Emperor Joseph II. So radical and sweeping were the changes
to be effected that we must first scan briefly the old system
In order to comprehend the significance of the metamorphosis.
Prom one of the contem orarles of Hartwlg Wessely
we receive a graphic description of the prevailing educational
practices. Solomon Malmon In his "Autobiography* tells us,
"I must now say something of the Condition of the Jewish
schools In general. The school Is commonly a small, smoky
hut, and the children are scattered, some on benches, some
on the bare earth. The master, In a dirty blouse, sitting on
the table, holds between his knees a bowl In idilch he grinds
his tobacco Into snuff, while at the same time he wields his
authority. The ushers give lessons, each in his own corner,
and rule those under their charge quite as despotically as
the master himself. Here the children are Imprisoned from
morning to night, and have not an hour to themselves, except
on Friday and a half holiday at the New-moon.

page 29
•As far as study is ooncerned| the reading of Hebrew,
fit least, is pretty regularly learned. On the other hand,
with tne mastery of the Hebrew language very seldom Is any
progress made. Orammar Is not treated in the school at all,
but has to be learned, ex usu, by translation of the Scrip-
tures. There is no dictionary of the Hebrew language. The
children, therefore, begin at once with the explanation of
the Bible. This is divided into as many sections as there
are weeks in the year, in order that the Books of Moses may
be read through in a year. Accordingly, every week some
verses from the beginning of the section proper to the week
are explained in school and that with every prossible gram-
matical blunder. Nor can it well be otherwise. For, the
Hebrew must be explained by means of the mother tongue. Bdt
the mother toxigue of the Polish (as well as the majority of
the German) Jews is itself full of defects and grammatical
inaccuracies; and as a matter of course, therefore, also
the Hebrew language must be of the same stamp. The pupil
4
thus acquires just as little knowledge of the language as
*
3C>
of the contents of the Bible «•
•The study of the Talmud is carried on just as Xs
ipregularly as that of the Bible. The language of the
Talmud is learned only through frequent translation. This
constitutes the first stage in the study of the Talmud. When
the pupil has been directed for some time in translation by
the teacher, he goes on to independent reading or explanation
#36 •An Autobiography*, Solomon Kalmon, Page S3
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of the Talimid. The teacher gives him a limited portion of
the text idiloh he must perform within a fixed time* The
tenor and entire connoctlon of the prescribed passage the
pupil Is required to bring out himself* The ze xt stage Is
the use of the oommentarles as a guide* The final stage In
the study of the Talmud Is that ofdisputation* It consists
In eternally disputing about the book without end or aim*
Subtlety, loquacity, and Impertinence here carry the day*
It Is a kind of Talmudic skepticism and utterly Incompatltie
.37
with any systematic study directed to some end*"
Slsewhere Solomon Malmon says, "As the children
are doomed In the bloom of youth to such an Infernal school.
It may easily be imagined with what Joy and rapture they
38
looked forward to their release*"
Allowing for exaggeration, such was the scene
within the school* Still the sr^me fanatic fervor obtained
without* Study of the aforementioned type carried with it
social prestige beyond our limited comprehension* Thus we
are told by one who lived In those times
t
^^The atu(^ of the Talmud is the chief object of a
learned education among our peoole* Riches, bodily advan-
tages and talents of every kind have, Indeed, In their eyes
a certain worth and are esteemed in proportion; but nothing
stands among them above the dignity of a good Talmudist* He
has the first claim upon all offices and positions of honor
In the ODinmunlty* If he enters an assembly, everyone rises
before him* He Is director of the conscience, lawgiver and
#37 Ibid* page 45
#38 Ibid. Page 36
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judge of the conrrnon man* A wealthy merchant, farmer or
professional man who has a daughter, does everything In his
pov^er to get a good Talmudist for his son-ln-law. As far ess
other matter^ are concerned, the scholar may be as deformed,
diseased, and l.gnorant as possible; he will still havo the
/
id
advantage over others,*
^aaesawon? porjR®fpjTO
With conditions such as these dominating the edu-
cational scheme jf the Jew, Joseph II, as an advocate of
•piiilosophlo morality*. Interested himself articularly In
the ©duoation of the Jewish youth, and incorporated the
great education plank Into his *tolerFtlon*platforra, Accord-
ingly he ordered the establishment of Jewish elementary and
high schools, and practically forced the adults also to ac-
quire the language of the land, since henceforth only such
documents were to be valid that were drawn up In that langu»
age. Hartwlg Wessely was very enthualastlc over the lay^s
issued by Emperor Joseph In favor of the Jews, and his vis-
ionary nature saw therein the promise of the dawn of a gold-
en age for the Jerdsh people; end he wrote a psalm of praiaee
in honor of the Emperor* a Imperial greatness find magnanimity.
As soon as Hartwlg learned that the ultra-orthodox Jews
of Vienna were grlef-strlcken at the oommpnd to establish
schools, as though It were doing violence to their religiop,
he addressed hio famous open letter In Hebrew (March 1782),
#39 Ibid, page 43
#40 Potent of Toleration*, Article VIII, pageESabov©
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entitled **Word8 of Peace and Truth* (*Dihre Shalom ve-Bmet*)
to the Aufitrlrn coimmmltlep, to admonish them to welcome the
imperial decree as a benefaction. In this letter he sets forth
that it is ^>^e religious duty of the Jews, recommended by the
Talmud. Itself, to acquire general education, and proposes a
sort of curriculum by ne ans of which the Jewish youth could
be led from step to step from the elementary subjects to the
study of the Talmud.
Bnioeror’3 Suggestions AcooDted
Wessely points out that the Jews in their educat-
ional program failed to live up to the outline as set forth
in Jewish lore, let alone their objecting to the introduction
of ultra-reform and irreligious practices. He says, *If,
as we contend we follow Jewish law, then wherefore do we to
neglect the study of the Blblef For, Is it not written in
^Fathers* (in the Talmud) i At (the age of) five (begins the
study of) Bible, at ten —— Hishhe, at fifteen —— Talmud?
And who has permitted us to abrogate this > w to the extent
that we now admit our children to school at five or six years
of age and immediately begin with a study of Talmud in a soph-
istic manner which is tolntelllglble and taxing of the young,
_ Ql
undeveloped mind?*
How true is this statement of the eighteenth century
oducatorl Els judgement seems to be vindicated by the child
$
psychologists of today, par from admitting that the intric-
ate, Involved thinking of Talmudic study is appropriate to
six-year olds, modern psychologists clair.i quite the contrary
"
••
.... ... - - -
#41 **Word8 of Peace and Tr' th*, Hartwig Wessely, Page 59
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to be true. •Children’s thinking! Is inaccurate. There ere
0
several reasons i»hy this must necessarily be so. In the
first place their supply of facts is not adeciuate,” SSie
children of this immature age have not the factual background
needed for a study of the profound and complex Talmud,
*In the second place, the material children do
43
possess is apt to be inaccurate,* Since the jflshha and the
Talmud ere commentaries on the Bible, the children, not hav-
ing the maturity to comprehend the li ws and clrcumstfnc es
portrayed in the Bible, will, therefore, have Inaccurate,
coniXised ideas of the Talmud,
*In the third place, the character of the children’s
attention makes accurate thinking difficult," Thinking on
problems of the Talmud requires concentrated, sustained atten-
tion to ideals. Children’s attention, as re have already
noted, tends to lack in concentration and to be distracted
easily; and these characteristics ere the more marked when
the attention is given not to perceptual objects, but to ideas,
as in the study of the Talmud,
*In the fourth place, this lest tendency Involves
more ciarg er of inaccuracy from the fact of the lack of systeem-
45
atieation of a child’s mental life,* Talmudic study requires
e concentrated chain of thought, highly correlative in nature.
Such an organiEation comes only as e result of experience and
of trained thinking; andbcth of these prereqalaites children
#48 *Paychology of Childhood*, Norsworthy and Whitley, page 176
#43 "Ibid, Page 176
#44 Cbld, page 177
#45 Ibid, Page 178
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lack* Their mental life Is In a chaotic condition, the
connecting element between Ideas being mere propinquity, or
a superficial similarity —— certainly not condfilcive to a
study of Talmud.
"In the fifth piece, the tyr’S of as'?ociatlon chara-
cteristic of diildren is much like that of the lower animals
- 4(0
association of whiles," The chlld»s mind works coarsely
in idiole situations and, therefore, discrimination and ana-
lysis are difficult. Mental activity that is organized in
such rudimentary, undifferentiated fashion can go but a little
way toward solving a problem. And, problems are the back-
ground and backbone of the falmud. Thus, as long as tha
coarser form of association predominates, Talmudic thinking
must be equally crude; only vdien because of age, eicperlence
and training, the subtler and finer form of association be-
IC
comes more pronounced can tlilnklng in the Talimid^vein he car-
ried on accurately, Wessely, apparently senainp this from
his own experience, suggests, as we shall see, a revision
in the eduootlonal program to give the youn'^ ones some addi-
tional exnerlanee and training in thinking ere they embark
upon their Talmud voyage.
•in the sixth place, children lack a critical
m 47
attitude, and hence often go estry in their thinking." IM
most thinkinja the key to the problem depends upon the subs-
titution of some aspect situation for the whole situation.
#46 Ibid. Page 179
#47 Ibid, page 179
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To pick out the right element from among the many offered
requires keen discrimination, an evaluation of the element
from the standpoint of the problem; in short, it requires a
critical weighing of the respective merits of ell the pos-
sibilities offered. Children can hardly do this since they
have not the attitude of criticism toward vAiat is offered.
Basically, it seems, Hartwig Viessely understood this, and Of-
fered a sounder educational outline ell along the line.
For the five-year-old ^rtio is to enter school, Wesaely
sets up as a prerequisite a correct reading knowledge of
Hebrew, iRdth proper pronunciation end enunciation. Thereupon,
the child is to enter the school. But, he himself can better
state his case, '*In the first place, after the child baa
learned to read the Hebrew language and to pronounce it
correctly, when he is five years old, he should be brought
to school to study Bible. Do not, however, permit the teachers
to translate tho passages, each according to his will and style,
but tlxere should be a simple, standard tex:t of the Bible with
a lucid, acceptable translation in the language of the land,
such as tliat of Moses Mendelssohn. Using this text, the
teacher should first explain the meaning of each individual
word, translating each exactly into the language of the latod.
V/hen ttie meaning of tine words has been fully comprehended,'
then and only then, should an attempt be made to crystallize
the thouglit of the passage. Thus will a thorough knowledge
of the land's language be acquired in addition to a mastery
of the Bible.
. "Words of Peace and Truth," Hartwig Wessely, Page 65.
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Tile educator allows a complete year to \)e spent on
laying the basis or foundation. And, as we gather from
later discussion, this undoubtedly means one year of dully
instruction of approximately four to five hours in duration.
Then *when the pupil will have completed one year of such-
study, the teaclier t/111 begin to teach him formal grammar.
Let him, however, beware of Instruction that is too complex
and complicated. Rather shall he teach the comparatively
(
simple, broad, underlyiiig principles, without frills and
decorations. So, after several months of such applicatiox),
let the teacher apply the rules of grammar to a parsing of
words of the Bible; so that after a year and a half of such
devoted study, the average, normal child will acquire a
faoility of the Hebrew language, whereby he will be able to
read and translate unaided from Uie Prophets and Hagiographa
in a dear and natural style. Kor shall lie forsake his
study of tlie Bible thereafter; but let hl^i continue his
ft
study thereof in this mucli-improved manner.
Wessely, it seems, was tnroughout an advocate of •
simplicity of language and directness of presentation. This
characteristic appears to permeate his v^ole thinking. For,
he emphasizes the same earlier, in hla German cojiimentary to
the book of Leviticus vdilch he prepared at the invitation
of Mendelssohn. In the Introduction of his commentary
^
Wessely says, "And in this coirmentary I have used as my chief
sources four commentators most renowned for their simplicity
and directness of presentations Solomon ben Isaac (Rasbi),
#49. IMd. page 66
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Samuel ben Melr (Rashbam)
,
Abrahfun ibn Ezra, and Moses ben
Nachman (Rambat^) • In the commentsry of this book of laws
I have abridged and abbreviated as much as possible, ellmln*
atlng all needless disputation between authorities, including
only what was needed to a clear understanding of the meanii^.
And the minimum that I wrote is likewise as brief as possible,
brevity and clarity being my aims throughout, with no sacrifice
of the contents, I have not referred to other eminent
commentators, whose works are valuable additions to a study
of the Bible, since they go into lengthy, prolonged discussions,
and split hairs where hairs need not be split.
By this time, after two or so years of such study,
the youngster is fairly well acquainted with Biblical apprcuLch
and technique, and is prepared for something a bit more complex*
Thus, "idien the child is seven or seven and one-half years of
age, the teacher should impart to the pupil the rules and laws
of the Torah (Bible) for which special textbooks ought be
written, using the question- and-answer technique," Thus,
for instance: Teacher j -What are^the holidays upon which woldc
is forbidden? Pupllj- First and foremost among these holidays
is the Sabbath, Teacherj -And what is the Sabbath? Pupil*
-
Six days did the Lord work, and on the seventh He rested,.,
etc, In this manner, by a text simply arranged yet
comprebensive and interesting, can the good teacher instruct
the pupil in all the laws in a period varying from six months
to a year. Thus, if the pupil later makes but little progress
in th© Mlahna or Talmud, he will not leave school empty-headed,
#&0. "introduction to Commentary on book of Leviticus,"
Hartwig wessely
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but with a store of lawa drawn from the Bible. The text
should also have o literal, simple, and exact translation
^5'l
in the language of the land."
Such training for about three years, as has
been already described, gives to the child a collection of
experience which he had never before been wont to receive.
He experiences the thought process from its simplest forma
to its most complex. By the time three years have elapae(|,
he is prepared for his initial dive into the sea of the
Talmud, this time able to swim therein.
•And when he shell become versed in these (Bible
laws), at the age of seven or eight years, depending on the
child and his seal, then, after sufficient examination to
prove his worthiness, he should he brought to the class
where Mlshna and Talmud are taught. Nevertheless, he
should not forsake his Bible study, but dally should devote
an hour or so. In addition to the several hours of studying
tho Mlshna and Talmud, For, it is sufficient, if in both
classes combined, he spend from four to five hours; since
it is essential and vital that he be not so bti-rdened that
he study from compulsion, and not of his own volition. If
his load is not made too heavy, then he will go at his work
with joy and love, which is contrary to v;hst we now findj
The teacher now teaches subjects too mature for the child’s
mental capacity, in an unintelligible language, using force
and threats, and arousing only opposition to and contempt
for the study of Jewish lolpe. Consequently, it is li^portent
#£)1, "Words of Peace and Truth," Hartrig Wessely, Page 67.
44
i
4
page 39
to begin this study of Mlshna and Talmud on a gradual,
digestible level; for it is of greater import that the
child digest a small quantity of simple food for the brain,
rather than suffer indigestion from excessive quantities
of rich foods. In the beginning:, let not the master keep
his eyes glued on prescribed quantity, but instead let him
attempt to habituate the young one in the style, maimer of
presentation, trend of reasoning, methods of Biblical
exposition, and general system of Talmudic study. After
the child has mastered the method, vocabulary, and sentiment
of this study, he will then be able to make rapid progress
.,
52.
on his own initiative."
Secular Studies; -First five years
.
Up to this point Wessely has discussed on2.y the
Jewish studies in formulating his program of eduction.
True, he has breathed a new scientific spirit upon tliat
^ich was most ruthlessly and unscientifically bein£;
forced down the throats of unwilling and Innocent children,
whose lives were being wasted in useless study. How much
these young souls suffered must for the most part be left
to our imagination. Yet occasionally we find records of
those who went through this mental hell, such as the
following, "The pen falls from my hand when I remember
that I and others like me were obliged to spend In this
soul-killing business the best days of our life, to sit
up many a night to try and bring out some sense where there
was none, to exercise our wits in the discovery of contra-
5‘3
dictions where none was to be found." Or as we reed in
#52.
#53. Ha P age 68,An Autoblogra^y," Solomon Maimon. Page 121
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another place, "I burned with a desire to acquire more
knowledge, but how was this to be accomplished in the want
of Guidance, of scientific books, and of other means for
the purpose? How was I to begin? To learn Latin with a
Catholic teacher was for me impossible, on the one hand,
because the prejudices of my own people prohibited to me
)
all languages but Hebrew, and all sciences but the Talmud
I
and the vast array of its commentators; on the other hand,
because the prejudices of Catholics would not allow them to
give instruction in those matters to a Jew."
For such and other reasons Wessely was interesteld
in expanding his curriculum to include secular subjects as
well as those only Jewish in nature. But he did not
sacrifice his religious tone for the secular, for he still
clung to the tradition of Israel despite the claims of his
critics. He writes, **1 have already stated that it is
sufficient if the child (eight years old) studies Bible
two hours daily and Talmud two hours daily. Thereafter he
should get some time off for recreation and rest. Then,
he should spend approximately two hours in the study of
matters that will clarify much that is in the Torah. That
will materially aid in providing his livelihood in later
years, that will prepare him to be an enlightened social
being who will mix with grace and propriety with his fellow
beings. one-half hour should be set aside for the purpose
of learning to read and write the language of the land
correctly. Another half-ho\ir should be dedicated to a
study of the map.
64. Ibid, page 89
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child a map, point out land and seas, compass directions,
relative positions of countries, etc. The child should
not learn his geography from books, but from maps and the
words of the teacher* Being In the Imaginative period, the
child will readily grasp that which Is told him and will
retain It, reinforced by the fruit of his Imagination •
In this way the child will develop the habit of consulting
the map In his later years, so that Incidents will then
have spflLClal relationship to him and be far more significant,
therefore. Then there should be devoted a half-hoiur for
perusing the books recording the travels of divers travelexss
In their Journeys here and there* These will add much to
the store of vicarious experience and rectify the lack of
experience characterizing the child, alluded to above* If
we have them read In these fields an hour or so dally for
two years, they will encompass the whole gamut of secular
knowledge, since the people of other nations have already
written desirable textbooks In these subjects; this being
ftnother reason why It Is essential that the pupils master
5-5
the language of the land.”
In this fashion wessely has a dual system of
education formally at work from the very beginning of the
child* 8 Instruction. At first stress is laid on having
the child master the language of the land; having mastered
this* emphasis Is then placed on certain elementary secular
subjects, besides the traditional, but now selentlflcally-
arranged Jewish subjects*
#55. "Words of peace and Truth," Hartwlg Wessely, Page 71
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Program For The Adolescent
When the diildren reach the age of ten or eleven^
Wessely makes provision for Individual differences and apt*
Itudes. For those who are average he advises a continuat-
ion of the sarrm curriculum as he suggested previously. In
addition he considers those who make rapid progress. 'It
seems advisable to select those children ten or eleven years
of age 9 who are quick to comprehend and have a retentive
memory, who succeed In their Talmudic study, and In their
leisure hours submit them to sample lessons and to (diag-
nostic) tests, such as In the elements of Suclld and the
principles of arithmetic. If they show aptitude to these
new secular studies, then add them to their regular currl-
oulijun for an hour dally, surely not at a scrlflce of the
Talmudic study, but as an addition thereto. From this
time on, these pupils, provided they have mastered the lan-
guage of the land, will without help from the teacher, be
able to stride forward rapidly and learn more and more sec-
ular material from the books idileh have already been com-
posed by the scholars of the world. In simple, clear, and
concise language.
Wessely On Secular Sub.lects
In his book, Hartwlg Wessely lists what he chooses
to term a "partial list" of secular subjects, which he rec-
ommends for study. Among those he enumerates are anatomy,
arltlmietlo,d.s tronomy, biology, botany, human geography,
physical geography, geometry, history, hydraulics, mechanlea
medicine, optics, and zoology. It Is granted that this Is
#66 Ibidid. Page 74
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an Imposing array of subjects for an average person to
master* But Wessely, educator that he was, never dreamt
any person should master them all* He believed everyone
should have a familiarity with the basic principles of them
various sciences, idiile he should master but one* hhen', for
instance, he discusses the subject of geometry, he says,
*Thoae who specialise in it (geometry) can well spend years
in its complete mastery* But this is not necessary for the
average layman, especially for him who dedicates himself
to a study of the Torah* But there are many in o\ir midst,
learned in Jewish lore, liho know not even of the existence
of such a science, and who' are completely at sea udien any-
one casually mentions it in conversation* For these peophe
a study of the principles of geometry is recommended such
as can be gathered from one hour or so of study daily for a
week. This will prevent the occurrence of csnbarassing
situations, such as that which confronted the Jew, who,' when
he was told the height of an inaccessible mountain peak,
asked, ’'How can I believe you when no person has ever reached
the top?*
Wessely says the same about the sciences of astronomy,
hydraulics, mechanics and optics, as examples of secular sub-
jects* For all these, he suggests that they be assimilatled
in spare time, as recreation, from books that have been written
in a comprehensive, but simple style* *It is easy to complete
a survey of all these (secular) subjects that I have named
by surveying the literature found thereon, studying but an
hour daily for a period of two or so years. It is a well-
#57, Ibid, page 312
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known fact that the child has many free hours in hie period
of adolescence* When he comes home from school
,
lot him
instead of r^innlng about the streets aimlessly, all the time,
getting into unnecessary trouble, let him accustom himself
to ait down and for recreative purposes read things of this
nature, which s\irely will appeal to his adventuresome and
Imaginative spirit. They will not only benefit him in
general, but will prove indispensable aids to his study of
50
the Bible and the Talmud*"
First in Wessely's listing of secular subjects,
but last in this presentation because of their importance^
are geography and history* In speaking of the study of
geography, Hartwig Wessely does not stress rote memorization
of unnecessary lists of cities, capitals, rivers, etc*
Instead, he lays his emphasis on an intelligent understanding
of the factors lying behind what we call geography* "In
geography we should make much use of the map, so as to senss
realities* We oioght to comprehend land and water surfaces,
relative positions and distances, boundaries and topography
of countries, so as to understand better the reactions of
the ihtiiabitants therein, their trade and means of livelihocSd,
their customs and manners, their plant and animal life - fccts
which are ossentlal to carrying on intelligent and sane
international oommeroe and trade, as well as to a clearer
conception of many Biblical and Talmudio allusions and
references.
"
particularly progressive and contributory to
educational advance is Wessely* s analysis of the study
I— I
1ir~ll I ,
#5Q* Ibid* page 329
. Ibid* page 319*
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of history in this new ourricultun. Hearken to his words
and see if they do not savor of twentieth century educational
philosophy; ”1 do not say that a person should read all
the history books of every country, nor should he study
all the battles and military campaigns, nor should he
learn lists of kings and military leaders, and the like.
This is only for idlers, idio would but pass away their
time to no avail. Such intensive study is needed only
by the handful of scholars who earn their bread by such
investigations, and by teachers who impart their knowledge
to others. But the knowledge of history about which we
speak here obtains only in knowing the highlights of history,
as it were. We should be cognizant of the outstanding
movements in history. It is only proper that we elaborate
upon these major movements with some of the great events
in historical develojmient. The comprehension of these
movements will make meaningful many of the Biblical,
historieal allusions which would otherwise be meaningless
and insignificant. if one learns carefully the movements
of past history, he may, if he isrwlse, foretell future
trends, in the sense that the great movements tend to
repeat themselves. Is this not the sanest justification
and most invaluable contribution history can make as a
.
" so
subject of our curriculum?
Psychological and Acimlnlstrative Condderatlons;
Wessely went further, beyond merely setting down
a curriculum of subject matter. Ho realized that system and
#60. Ibid. Page 317
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order must prevail if this suggested program was to aurvi^*
He decided that it was necessary to introduce a formal system
of testing with definite standards of achievement, isAilch
was an unheard of procedure In the past* '*And so, we should
provide for the division of boys Into classes and grades;
so that a child studying reading and grammar ihall not pass
into the section learning Bible and morals until the heads
(of the school) will test him and pass upbn his qualifications
for promotion or retention. The seme should be done In
(o I
passing from any group to the next one higher."
Moreover, Wessely recognized a condition of fact;
not all boys are adapted to Talmud study. For them, after
due examination, he recommends a change in curriculum.
"And if the heads find that the child is not suited for
the study of Talmud, it is best that he discontinue such
study and begin to study an art or craft vdiich appeals to
him, udiile he continues to study Bible and morals* In this
manner everyone will be completely adjusted to that for
which he is best suited; for we were not all born to be
Talmud students* The Lord has made differences among His
beings and has given eadi his own powers; let each develop
along his own lines. Since by forcing them into unnatural
followings, be they study or crafts, we not only reduce
the efficiency in the line chosen, but also take away from
G 2L
the endowed qualities their potential force."
Thus Hamtwig Ifceasely makes his eloquent plea
for the recognition of individual differences, which he
repeats many times. Another educational Innovation pleaded
#61. Ibid, page 34
#62. Ibid, page 34
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by Wesaely is that of specialization. He was not one of those
who believed a person should know everything about many thifigs*
In one passage he states, ”Everyone in the country should
study one of the major branches of science or crafts v/hich
attracts him to it, but he ought not study them all intensively.
For, *^he who wishes to knov; the dimensions of his field should
go to the surveyor, he vtioae scales are impaired should
repair himself to the meohanlc, he vdio needs medicine should
G4go to the doctor.’* iVhile Wessely believed people should know
a little about many things, he likewise held one must know
nearly everything about some one thing in particular. As
stated above, Wessely enthusiastically introduced into Jewibsh
education the idea of diagnostic testing. He recognized that
by sampling a subject, by making a preliminary survey, much
valuable time might be saved. If the child showed aptitude
in the exploratory course, he probably would benefit from
the course as a whole. And vice versa, if he failed
miserably, under ordinary circumstances it would but be a
waste of his time to pursue a study so difficult for hlm.^In
every country there should be specialists, some agriculturists,
some craftsmen, some artisans, some soldiers, some tradesmen,
some ofilcers and judges, and governmental advisers. And If
sOiTie layman has a problem involving any of the specialized
fields, let him turn to the specialist In that line of
^
/ir
endeavor for information or advice."
Wessely also took into account th© plasticity of
youth, the fact that the habit-forming period was early in
the child^s life. Hence he objected to those who said that
"******"*******»*ie»»i»%»>#*.«»VffW*li*Nii*lN'^iWHB3j*w*wv*4MW***''^*W'w»
#65. Ibid, page 52
fA-
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if the child vere taught solely religious themes in his
youth, the secular v^ould automatically follow later. In
answer to this assumption of other educators, Wessely says,
"Educate and train the child ?.4iile he is still young,
before he is filled with a host of inconsequential nonentities
of the time, while his mind is as receptive to the educative
process as clean, smooth paper to the application of ink*
Likewise educate him (the (iilld) according to his ability,
(o
for not all are created alike*"
Textbooks and Teachers*
Hartwig Wessely was, however, so far-sighted an
educator, that he was iVilly aware that a reorganised
curriculum, scientifically founded and having progressive
educational policies would be incapable of bringing about
the changes he sought* He knew that some other vital
factors to be considered were the textbooks and the
teachers* In both, Wessely makes two dcmandat first a
presentation in the language of the land; and second, a
presentation in simple, clear, consise language within
the grasp of the child, "Therefore, it is necessary that
new books be composed in the language of the land, in a
simple, clear and straightforward manner, and that the
author draw up his book according to the mental capacity
- G1
of the child," Wessely was, likewise, disgusted with
the prevailing type of teacher who spoke broken,
ungrammatical German, and, as a last word, urged, "It is
essential that we choose teachers and instructors, of
intelligence and of high moral and religious standards,
men who are expert in Hebrew and its grammar, as well as
#66, Ibid* page Z
#67. Ibid, page 21
c<
i
c
page 49
-
- 4^
German and Its grammar, so as to raise a generation that
6 8
will not be tongue-tied In the language of the land,**
#68. Ibid, page 52«
i
^ 1
ih

Chapter IV
THE REACTIONS OF THE JEWS TO THE **DIBRE SHALOM ve-ETET”
Its Prooonentfl And Opponents
Little did Hartwlg realize the storm that was to
follow his publication of ’’Words of Peace and Truth”, Little
did he realize that he would become the target for poisoned
darts as well as perfumed bouquets. Appreciative recogni-
tion was his reward from the Jews of Trieste, most of whom
were of Italian and Portuguese descent and not the least In-
clined to consider secular study as heresy and a negation of
Judaism, Thej welcomed this educational treatise and Immediate-
ly went to request Count Zlnzendorf, the governor of the pro-
vince that he open such schools for them, also to Inquire where
they could obtain textbooks for religious and moral Instruc-
tion In the schools to be extabllshed In accordance with the
order of Enperor Joseph, Zlnzendorf referred them to Mendel-
ssohn, who, as we narrated In the first chapter, called atten-
tion to his friend Wessely and his open letter (”v/ords of
Peace and Truth”); whereupon the community of Trieste entered
Into enthusiastic correspondence with Wessely.
On the other hand, Wessely' s program of education
aroused a storm of Indignation against him on the part of the
orthodox zealots. On general principles, they were greatly
exasperated at his enthusiasm for the Qnperor's suggested re-
forms, Specifically, he (wessely) had committed sn error In
tact and diplomacy when seemingly Innocently he uttered the

words which shortly resounded throughout the entire rabbinic
world as proof of his heresy. In his open letter when he had
sought sanction from the Talmud for his contention that secul-
ar or general knowledge Is ordained In the Talmud, he had very
unfortunately quoted from the Talmud, **A Talmudist who does
not possess( general) knowledge Is more hideous than aiass.**^^
This application of the Talmudic phrase aroused the Ire of the
ultra-Talmudists to an unforeseen frenzy. At the head of the
rabbis who came forth against Wessely was Rabbi Ezekiel Lan-
dau, who then held office In Prague. From pulpit and In writ-
ing he tore to pieces the constructive efforts of Wessely. He
sent letters to the rabbis throughout Germany and Poland,
asking that Wessely* s works Tie burned and the author be ex-
communicated for his heresy In casting derogatory r^akks upom
the spiritual heads of Israel. Indeed, two rabbis, Solomon
Berusch and David Tevele, under the Influence of Rabbi Landau,
actually ordered the books of Wessely to be burned on the pyre
and their author excommunicated. The majority of the rabbis
of Germany, however, though they were Incensed by the attack
bpon their honor, dared not take steps openly against Wessely,
since he load written In supoort of the emperor. Rabbi Hlrschel,
the chief rabbi of Berlin, also threatened to take measures a-
galnst V/essely; however. In the city where the Mendel ssohnlan
spirit held sway, even an accusation of heresy against Wessely
was not very effective.
UrtK’Cfsi^
' f Ldac^itioii§69 Ibid. Page 6

Search For Academic Truth
Slnoe he was attacked "bitterly, we ought to pause
here long enough to hear the testimony Weseoly bears In his
writings as to his Intentions* Consciously ho never harbored
the slightest suggestion of undermining the fundementals of
Judaism* His was a constrnt search for scientific truth*
All he asked for was academic freedom to seek and preach a-
cademlo truth* Truth was his first and last objective* In
his writing we find evidences of this* "When I came to com-
ment upon this difficult book (Leviticus) many times there
entered Into my mind commentaries differing from those of
my predecessors* I knew not what to do* I thought! Shall
I Include my own commentary or omit. It? If I speak. It may •
be Insignificant, and If I remain silent, my conscience will
prick me| for truth springs eternal even from the most humble
places* Therefore I have at times dared set forth my own
interpretations, for I thought: The Lord knows the working
of all hearts, and before Him It Is clear that I seek nothing
„
70
but the truth*"
TraffiLUonal 3ui»tttntlatlon Of His Suggest er. Pro.^am
With sore heart and pained soul Wessely silently, at
first heard the curses and anathemas flying about* But there
Is a limit, however, to. human endurance* The time came when
he could no longer bear the Jibes and he published a second
letter In reply to Ills accusers, and In Justification and elab-
oration of his educational doctrines* Hew he felt may be Judged
#70 Introduction to Wessely* s Commentary on the Book of Leviticus
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from hie commenta* "l have heard the alander and curaea of
^
theae rahbie, aa though I had burned the Torah in a spirit
of heresy* They deal not with me Justly, they speak no logic
In their complaints, they show me not the proper way (from
^ their point of view), they permit me no opportunity to plead
my case, but secretly and polsonoualy they spread malicious
gossip about me In every community. I stand bewildered at
the attack and comprehend It not* I read and reread my first
letter a thousand times searching for heresy, and found It not*
I have never suggested sacrificing Talmudic studies for secul-
ar; rather One should supplement the other*" Still when
the rabblalc assault continued relentlessly the ever-unfor-
tunate Tfessely was moved to say In his third letter (again a
defense and edification of his dodbdnes) : "From the begin-
j nlng and to this day I have suffered much* Keon-polnted arrows
have been lodged In mo, and buralng coals have soared my soul*
Never did I dream that this would bo my lot* From the first
have I vowed to be put to shames but not to shame others* My
only consolation la that I know that my foes aro honorable
men and fear Crdd* They honestly believe their cause Is Just*
Ity hope, therefore, lies In God; perhp^s He will show those
men wherein they err*”^^
As Indicated, however, Wesaely did not devote his
later letters oxolusMlvely to solf-vlndloation. to the con-
^
trary, he attempted to demonstrate the necessity for secular
study* In the first place, he falls hack upon Moses Malmon-
Idos as an authority for Justifying secular study*
9 '
^71 “Words of Peace and Truth,** Hartwlg wessely. Page 46
ft2 Ibid* Page 123
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**To thoae^who woiild charge me with an Infraction
of Jewish tradition when I broach the topic of cecular study,
thus will Z make reply. Would that you in your piety attained
half the righteousness of our saintly Malmonldes, may he rest
in peace, and he in his codification of law wrote ttanst 'And
the basis of this computation is the science of numbers and
geometry, in which the scholars of Greece have composed many
works, which to this day are consulted by men of knowledge.
The books of science composed by the scholars of Israel have
imfortunately been misplaced and lost. Nevertheless, these
Greek books deal with scientific data which has of yore been
corroborated and proven. Thus to us it matters not whether
the authors of these books were Jewish or heathen; provided
that the contents of their efforts have been verified and
shown to bo true, the identity of the compilers is not at
all materlf’l. * So it is in our day.
Then Wessely continues to prove the necessity of
the study of the secular subjects and the language of the
land, against which suggestion his opponents had laid a
barrage of abuse, "With the lack of an exact, fine and corr-
ect knowledge of German, a translation of the Bible is at-
tempted in vain. For the teacher finds himself unable to
give expression to his thoughts and the child, therefore
gets not the correct Imoresslon, Moreover, the child will
never master the art of thinking, for words are the Ipehicle
of thought. Defective in one, he will automatically be
\
m I'bid, Page 77
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deficient in the other. Secondly, cost Talmud students of
today do not devote themselves exclusively to study, but find
themselves required to spend pairt of their time In gainful
employmont. Therefore, la it not logical that, while in school
the children should receive instruction in some crafts or arts,
such as medicine and mechanics, so that they will be better
prepared for their future work? And since much of their future
employment will be in commerce and trade, rhere intercourse
with non-Jewlsh elements is demanded, is it not clear, then,
that a correct use of the language of the land will prove an
asset to our people? Particularly la this so nov/, when all
documents to be legal and acceptable must, according to the
Toleranzpatent, henceforth be written in the language of the
land. Thirdly, as victims of our oiroumstances, we arc scat-
tere> throughout the world in many lands, and our position
is low and troubled. Is there, therefore, need for humbling
ourselves further? For it is time that when a of
people speak the language of the land poorly or with impro-
per pronunciation, if they spenk it at all, they heap shame
and ridicule on their whole group. The other elements look
down upon this ‘mute* group as foreign and infei’lor, I3y
learning the li<nguage we may elevate our position with ease.
Fourthly, by not being familiar with the cui'i'ent tongue,
stores
people are deprived of access to valuable dfcres of information.
Innumerable and invaluableare the writings which stctt’e in
1
them vicariously past experiences aid stories of human progress.
To us who know not those words , the a tores are forever sealed.
We oan easily remove from our eyes these shades of darkness.
learn the language, educate and enrich ourselves by the exper-
//T5-
-iWHfift-jaf, Others,
^74 Patent o 1' 1'olerat1on Jo seph II, ''rtlcle j^T^age 28raSove
#75 **worda of Peace and Truth,** Hartwig Weasely, page 8l
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Later, Wesaely, wishing to soothe the hurts of his
people and unwilling to leave them with harsh words, explains
their lack of secular knowledge by reminiscing historically*
"Our brethren here In C-ermany have suffered greatly these
many years. The natives of the land hated us, and heaped
upon us penalties and punishments conceivable only by man.
We have suffered spiritual torture, social degradation, and
economic limitations. And as our e conomlc opportunities de-
creased, our financial status fell, and with It oiir moral
and spiritual standards. No longer did we have noble manners,
no longer did culture spring up In our midst. Gradually, how-
ever, oiiT limitations have been lessened, opportunity now
presents Itself for our rising up and breaking some of the
shackles of social degradation, If we will but adopt some of
the ways of the land wherein we live."
Reason did little to assuage the angry orthodox
rabbinate. For outside of Austria and Berlin T/here the hand
of the government was dreaded, fearful attacks persisted
against Hartwig Wessely. All the while Wessoly wept Inwardly
as he gazed about and saw his books burned and desecrated,
without any of the enlightened scholars coming to his aid. All
who had been so glib of tongue In scholastic disputation now
fotUHt^d themselves wordless and hid f» m the tlilck of the battle.
As a last resort Wessely wrote the following letter
to the leaders of the community of Trieste, seeking substant-
iation for his educational program* **Please do Justice with
the people of Israel and with me. Ask yourhonorable Chief-
Rabbi of Trieste, Rabbi Isaac Formlglnl, to Judge this matter
#76 Ibid. Pago 93
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Llkewlie try to have the rahhls of your land vindlcato my
oplnlonsi after weighing them on the scales of judgement,"
Indeed, Rahhl Elijah Morpurgo fouc^t valiantly
and with success In behalf of Wesaely, Largely throui^ his
efforts the Italian rabbis came to agree with Weaaelj’- on the
heart, of the problem (though they differed on some minor de-
tails and some questioned his t.act) t namely, that it was ad-
visable to include secular subjects in the curriculum of the
Jewish schools. Tteny Italian rabbis issued official proclama-
tions vindicating Wessely, throe of which are now presented.
First, to be considered. Is the (tlpses Iglirmiglni)^decree
the Chief-Rabbi of Trieste, who wrote: ^I have been asked
to pass judgement on a curriculurri for the children of Israel,
I have seen the God-inspired work of the two Illustrious edu-
cators: namely, Moses Mendelssohn of bessau and Hartwig Wessely
of Berlin. Whatsoower they preached and suggested has been
well done. In the '*!Vord8 of Peace and Truth,** theyhave coun-
selled with God, and liav© shown us tho path which bilngs glory
to Him and salvation to mankind. Let us fasten our eyes upon
their words, and heap praise upon them, fcr they are Mghly
acceptable." Next in review is a decree of Samuel Jedldlah
Nor?.!, nsbbl of Ferrara: "Would that the leaders of Israel
would heed the commend (of Joseph II ^nd Hartwlg ?;essely) to
teach the children secular subjects; for then and only then,
will the Bible be properly understood. Third and last for
analysis la the decree of the **Thi’ee Princes of Israel**,
**Sourc6s of Jewish Education,** Siticlia— Asaoh, cage 213
^7B Ibid. Page 2l4
#79 Ibid, Pago 215
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SlJfnch£ Kallmanl, Atorahan Karkubl, Abraton Paciflco, heads
of the pjibbinlo Collesc of Venice: ’’There hag been brotight
to our attention the letter of Eartiirig Wessely, ’’Woi'da of
Peace and Tnith”, and a b its nvine, oo it is. In it Wessely
- *
doWonstrates the obligation and noeesaity we bear to heed
the commend of the great Emporor, riho has seen our humble
position among the peoples, and has BccordJ.ngly ordained that
the Jev'ish loaders of every privlnce establish schools wherein
the children will learn not only the Holy '5cripture3, but
secular subjects and the language of the latid as well. Soma
Rabbis liave vociferously attackecJ TToesely for Ills writing,
claiming he is motivated by horesy. re liave road three times
the "Words of Peace and Truth”, seeking heresy; and finally,
with sJod’a aid we feel there is nothing for us to do but vln-
dloate the book andits author.
With these rabbis in Italy coming to his aid Wesaely
eventually proved the educational "flotor. While his poaitlon
in derli:i was clarified and strengthened throu^ the interces-
sion of Daniel Itzig, the president of the Berlin Jewish Com-
munity, Wessoly also saw here and there, even in Prague, the
stronghold of the bitter Rabbi Landau, that theroai'ose schools
for regular (secular) instruction. Natuimlly the heart of
tressely was filled with joy at this turn of affairs, while
the orthodox opposition was downcast and dismay od.
Ultimate Svaluation of Wesaelv’s Sducational Efforts
But time, wliich is the final judge of man’s activit-
ies, pi*oved that after all the ultra-Talmudists were not al-
together wrong. Their fears and hesitancy were not in vain.
IfbO Ibid. Page 216
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For Mendelssohn and Wessely, who felt, so perfectly at home
in the ancient, solid edifice of Judaism, and who in their
efforts at modernization desired only to remove its cobwebs,
here and there, themselves contributed to the gradual
crumbling of its foundation. Wessely to his sorrow still lived
to witness this ruin with tear-filled eyes. For, it was inevit-
able that the regeneration of the Jewish people that resulted
from Mendelssohn's and Wessely's activities would bring about
a disintegation in the forms of religious life WITHIN Jewry.
When this process of dissolution set in before many days had
passed, the Bible was laid to rest in forsaken corners and the
holy Hebrew language was completely in disuse by the Jewish
people; indeed, in their rush to adopt ’’modern” and "liberal"
ideas, the school administrators heeded not in the least the
balanced eduoatlonal advice of Hartwig Wessely, as set forth
in his "Words of Peace and Truth."
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The oon<lltlon of the Jews In Austria wan very .
poor throu,"^hout the first three-qunzrters of theel^toenth
century. Not until the rise of Joseph II in 1781 was there
any indication of a hatterment of their pll^^ht. In 1782
the Sinaeror issued his Patent of Toleration which savored
of liberalism though it was only a part,lal iaorovoment.
This dociiment dealt with the residence qualifications, the
economic problems, the s oclnl status, and the ed’jc atlonal
considerations of the Jews.
The Patent was not Innedlately welcomed by all
Jews. For, due to external suopresalon, the secular devel-
opment of the Jews had been stifled, and the ultra-orthodox
were constantly setting up barriers from wltliln as means
of protecting their religion. There was, however, the move-
ment of enlightenment, which was beginning to make itself felt
in many parts of Europe. It wag especially strong in Berlin,
where, at the head of the enlightened Jews, Moses Mendelssohn
held sway. This enlightened gx^oup enthusiastically received
the Edict of the Hnperor. They saw In It visions of a new
dawn.
One of this group vho was thus drawn Into the web
of public life was Kartwlg Wessely, a collaborator of Mendel-
ssohn. Weesely was so moved by the d i turn of Joseph that he
wrote a hjumn of praise in his honor. Subsequently he published
Ms ’’Dlbre Shalom ve-Bmet” in which he offers the Jews a sug-
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geeted, new ourriculum of education.
Hitherto, Jewish education had consisted exclusively
of an unsystematized presentation of Jewish law and lore, as
represented in the Bible and Talmud. In "Dibre Shalom ve-
Bmef^, Wessely outlines a more scientific program of study.
His curriculum, in the first olace, includes secular as well
as Jewish studies. In each branch of study (secular and
religious) Wessely provides for system and order, procedure
from simple fundamentals to more and more complex situations,
testing for promotion, and the like. He reooprnlzes the prob-
lems caused by individual differences, problems that become es-
pecially bothersome in the adolescent. He, thus becomes one of
the few Jewish educators to state openly that not all the Jew-
ish students are suited for Talmudic study, but rather they
should get vocational preparation in their student days. So,
basing his curriculum on what are now conceded to be sound
psychological principles and educational philosophy, Wessely
promulgated his theories in 1782.
They were met with mingled feelings. The enlightened
acclaimed Wessely as a broad-visioned educator, while the
ghettoized orthodoxy condemned him and his principles mercil-
essly. After bitter debates and agonizing disillusionment,
Wessely was finally vindicated educationally, only to see a
disintegration of Judaism in Germany result from a misuse
of his well-intentioned suggestions.
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